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Top 5 Reasons to Choose 
SAP Integration Suite

1. Learn more about SAP Integration Suite and its position as a leader in Gartner's 2020 Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Integration Platform-as-a-Service.
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Business agility starts with a holistic approach 
to integration, so choosing the right enterprise 
integration platform is crucial. Connect 
applications, data, and business processes, lower 
integration costs, and accelerate your path to 
agility and innovation with SAP Integration Suite.

Tackle ANY integration challenge 
with a holistic approach 
Meet any integration scenario – in the cloud and on premise 
– with SAP’s comprehensive suite of integration capabilities, 
including application-to-application, business-to-business, 
process, data, API, and event-driven patterns.

Accelerate business outcomes with 
out-of-the-box integration
Save time and cost with 2,000+ prebuilt integrations, 
160+ connectors for third-party applications, and 
e-government integration content for 32 countries.

Innovate faster with an open API platform 
for the future
Leverage the value of APIs with full lifecycle API management 
and 2,500+ APIs from SAP and partners. Modernize existing 
on-premise systems and enable an API marketplace using 
modern, open standards.

Outperform with enterprise-grade 
integration
Ensure integration scales across the enterprise with flexible 
governance models, testing tools, AI-based integration, and 
enterprise-grade security.

Speed time to value with the power 
of partners
Leverage partner solutions and expertise to quickly integrate 
end-to-end processes or scale your integration efforts with 
SAP’s vast, global partner ecosystem.

Deliver Transformative Results with a Complete Enterprise 
Integration Platform as a Service
Integration is becoming the number one strategic priority for organizations in the digital 
age. Ensure you can connect all your applications, processes, and data – quickly, easily, 
and reliably – now and in the future. Future-proof your business with SAP Integration 
Suite, a Gartner Magic Quadrant Leader for Enterprise Integration Platform as a Service.1 

Learn more at sap.com/integration
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